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Abstract
A nonreduced order of a ring A is a subseto satisfying u) a+a c
a, u) a a cE a, iii) .~& U a = A (without an>’ restriction on
—., rl a). The purpose of this paper is to organize titese objects
into a topological space or spectrum, to show relations to existing
concepts, to analyze sorne examples, and to motivate our inquiry.
by questuons of multiplicity.
1 Nonreduced Orders
Tite concept of order in a fleid and its generalizations to connnutative
rings play a central role un real algebraic and semialgebraje geometry.
Titis paper studies another such generalization, titat of a siosireduced
o,-rler of a ring. (By ring we understand without further mention com-
mutative ring containing 1/2.) Tite nonreduced order seems to be tite
weakest possible notion of lolal arder in a ring titat is compatible with
tite ring structure. E>’ titis we mean tite following: eacit total order 011
a ring A is determined by tite subset a consisting of elements whicit
are nonnegative lix tite order. (We freel>’ use tite single term “order” or
more explicití>’ “nonreduced order” to refer eititer to titis subset or tite
relation > induced on A according to b > a if and oní>’ uf b — a E a.)
TitÉ nonnegative cone should itave some obvious properties. It should
be closed under addition and multiplication and contain all squares. un
otiter language it sitould be a “quadratic semiring” or “preordering’.
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Also for tite order to be total it is necessary titat —a U a = A. Witat
seems less obvious la titat titese conditioixs alone suifice to give aix inter-
esting class of objects. The purpose of this paper is to support titÉ clairn
by introducing a corresponding spectrum, sitowing relations to existing
concepts, analyzing sorne examples, and motivating our inquiry 1»’ ques-
tions of rnultiplicit>’. (Althougit the unadorned ten» “order” itas otiter
uses un ring titeory, our use itere is distinct enough to be unambiguous
even uf we omit the qualifler “sionreduced”.) If we were to require afro
titat tite elements order-equivalent to O (titat is, witicit are both > O and
=O) form a prime ideal, we would arrive at tite concept of prime cone or
prime ordering and tite related fundamental notion of the real spectrum
of a ring Specr(A) [2]. However, our aim is to stop sitort of titis witit
tite following weaker definition.
Definition 1.1. An order of a ring A is a subsel a satisfyisiy
a + a cE a
u) a cE a
iii) —a U a = A.
We note titat properties u) and iii) togetiter impí>’ titat a contains
the squares. Ihe book [3] surveys a number of spectra associated witit
ordered structures sucit as tite Reirnel spectrum for F-rings.
It is often convenieixt to regard A itse]f, whicit satisfies titese condi-
tions, as tite ivnproper order. AIí otiter orders we consider proper. It is
easy to see titat aix order la proper if and only uf it does not contain -1.
Tite support of aix order supp(a) is tite ideal —a rl a. Wecail elements of
titis subset “order-eqnivalent to 0”, a property witich we indicate by -‘a O.
Tite term “nonreduced” refers to tite quotient ring A/supp(a) , which ha
general coixtauna nilpotents. However, ir a is aix elemeixt of tite real
spectrum titen titis ring is reduced. Thus, a more accurate term would
be tite (absurd) “not-necessaril3í-reduced order” according to witicit tite
real spectrum is the snbset of prime orders. Tite order spectrum of A,
denoted b>’ Ord(A), is the set of proper orders of A.
We equip Ord(A) with tite ordinarij topology using the subbasis of
principal basic closed seIs of tite form
{a ¡ a E a, a a proper order }
for a E A. We understand constructible seta to be members of tite
algebra of sets generated by the principal basic sets and freel>’ define
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sets it>’ inequalities according to {a =O) = {a ¡ a E a} and {a >
01 = {a ¡ a E a, a ~ —a). We note that titere is a certain danger
un becoming too comfortable witit tite inequalit>’ symbolism since here
a> O and b> O do not impí>’ ab> O but on]>’ ab > O. However algebraic
operations respect un a familiar sense the weak siyns =O and <O.
We afro itave tite finer cosistructible Iopolog~ for witjcit tite con-
structible sets form a subitasis. It is easy to see that constructible sets are
flniteunionsofsetsoftiteform {fl = O,...,¡».= 0,y~ > O,•~•,y~> O).
Titis is tite simplest forrn un the order spectrum as opposed to the real
spectrum, where several equalities can be replaced it>’ a single degenerate
equality But un general,
{¡2 + y2 = O} = {¡2 = ¡y = y2 = O} # {¡ = y 0).
Open constructible sets are defined as finite unions of sets of tite forrn
> O, ~, ¡,,, > 0) and closed constructibles are finite unions of sets
of tite form {f’ =0,•..,¡~ =01.
Wity stud>’ nonreduced orders? Qur motivation is to obtain intrin-
sicail>’ semialgebraic numerical attributes of points, sets or functions by
using information residing lix nilpotent elements. Crudel>’ put, un the
stud>’ of varieties we know itow to distinguisit tite equations z = O and
= 0. We wish, at tite very least, to give analogous dustinctions in’tite
study of inequalities for distinguisiting a’ =O and a’3 > 0. Iii algebraic
geometr>’ we start witit algebraic data sucit as tite coordiixate ring A(V)
of aix affine variety y• From titis we strive to derive geometric informa-
tion. Tite ke>’ device of tite modern abstract approach is to assemble
directí>’ ftom A algebraicail>’ defined images of y witicit articulate y
for different purposes witit var>’ing degrees of explicitness. Here, titere
are man>’ possible citoices: prime spectra, maximal spectra, real spec-
tra, valuation spectra etc., eacit depending upan whicit features are to
be brougitt unto view [6]. In tite same spirit, un defining nonreduced or-
ders and assembling titem unto tite order spectrnm we make yet anotiter
decision about itow mucit and witat soft of algebraic information is to
be recast ha geometrie form. lix titis we itave un mmd a kund of bose
comparison with tite situation of acitemes, witich itas both positive and
negative aspects.
We know from complex geometry titat it is important to study scitemes
botit as geometric objects and as objects equipped witit certain algebraic
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data. Tite latter point of view distinguisites sets whicit are geometricalí>’
tite saine but witicit differ significantí>’ un tite data witicit define titem and
is vital for assigning notions of multiplicity to subsets. One device for
this is tite closed snbsciteme [6]. lix titis approach the underlying sets can
be tite same but are equipped witit different siteaves titat reflect duifer-
ences m tite defining algebraic data. Ifwe were to view V as not just tite
set of its points but as tite set of its closed subscitemes, we would sitift
our attention from the set of prime ideals of A to tite set of ail ideals.
Titis set is probabí>’ too large ha most situations to view geometricalí>’.
The idea of the closed subsciteme amounts to takiixg these one at a time,
foregoing furtiter geometrization by using only prime ideals as points and
retaining other information un algebraic form un tite associated sheaf.
lix contrast, and somewitat ha tite face of titÉ warning example, we
propose enlarging the set of real points. We are emboldened to take
titis step for several ~reasons. First, in special cases tite order spectrum
appears to be aix interesting geometric object. Second, un tite real case,
whicit requires inequalities as well as equations, tite natural counterpart
of tite set of alí ideals seems to be tite complete set of preorderings.
Hence, our notion of order spectrum seems to itave no obvious counter-
part un tite case of scitemes. lix fact, for ver>’ simple rings it is possible
to geometrize ah preorderings collectivel>’. However, for rings of geomet-
nc interest titis set is typically buge, even grossly inLiute-dimensional.
Finalí>’, continuing to reckoix size, tite order spectrum gives us instead,
surprisingl>’ small objects of intermediate size. We will fluid titat Ord(A)
itas a natural fibration over Spccr(A) and, again comparing witit affine
scitemes and ideals, titat we are geometrizing a set related to a itigitl>’
restnicted subset of tite ideáis of A.
First we develop sorne algebraic properties of Ord(A). Titen, to fix
onr ideas, we use titese properties un sections 3 and 4 to determine and
anal>’ze sorne simple orden spectra. Section 5 gives mainl>’ topologi-
cal results, especiall>’ relating tite order spectrum to tite real spectrum.
Section 6 tneats tite special case of finite dimensional algebras oven tite
reals.
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2 Algebrale Praperties
Definition 2.1. Ifa asid fi are orders asid a cE /3 liten me say fi la a
specialization of a asid a ja a gesierization of /3. Ifa, b E a asid a’ E A
asid z(a + b) E q =~. za, a’b e q, thert q is att a-absolutely-convez ideal. 1f
a cE /3 asid a(/3) > O liten a(a) > 0.
Theorem 2.2. Leí a be a sionreduced order of A, q = supp(a) asid
p=r(q). Thesi:
i) If ab E q Ihesi a2 E q or b2 E q. Itt particularp la prime.
u) q la att a-absolutely-convea’ ideal.
iii) fi le a proper order eztesidir¿y a lf asid ottly lf Itere ezisís a proper
a-convez ideal, 1, such thai fi = a + 1 ami supp(/3) = 1.
iv) Tite set of siosireduced ordera eztendittg a la linearly ordered by
isiclusion. Tite support of a ja tite amallesí a-cosivex ideal. There¡ore
It ere la a one-to-osie correspondesice belmeen a-cortvez ideale asid ape-
cializatiosis of a.
y) Tite furtetion
~: a —> a + p
rnaps Ord(A) lo Specr(A) asid induces a .tibratiosi ofOrd(A) over Specr(A)
by trees of nortreduced orders partially ordered by isiclusiort.
vi) «~) ja tite svnallest elevnesit of Spec,.(A) cositaisiisig a.
vii) If A la Noetiterian titesi Ord(A) salisfies att ascesidiny citaisi
cosidilion.
Prao?.
u) II ab E supp(a) titen by replacing a or b by —a or —b uf ixecessar>’,
we can suppose titat a and b E a. Titen, since a is total, by permuting
tite roles of a and b if ixecessar>’ we can suppose titat a — b E a. Titen
ab~b2E.,~—b2Ea--abcEa+acEa. Henceb2e—arla=q.
Hence if ab E q then a2 E q or b2 E q. Now suppose ab E p. Titen
akbkeq*a»C Eqorb2kEq*aEporbEp.
Ii) If z(a + b) E q titen since a is a total order we can assume that
z E a. Then za, zb, —za — zb E a ~.—za, —zb E a =t za, zb E q.
lii) Suppose a cE fi. Titen set 1 = supp(/3). 1 is certainí>’ proper. If
b E /3 \a titen b E —a cE —/3 =*. b E supp(fi). Titis shows that /3= a + 1.
To see that 1 is a-convex, suppose that a > b > O relative to a and
a E 1. Titen titese inequalities hoid un fi and supp(fi) is fi-convex. So,
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b E 1. Conversel>’, it is elementar>’ titat a + 1 is aix order. Clearí>’,
1 cE supp(a + 1). For the reverse uncínsion, suppose z E supp(a + 1).
Titenz=a+a’and—z=b+y,witerea,beaanda’,VEL Hence
a + b E ¡ and by convexity a,b E 1. Hence, supp(a ±1) ~ 1. Ir
particular, a + 1 is proper.
iv) If/3 and fi extend a titen firifi is also aix order. Suppose, seeking a
contradiction, titat fi\fi and fi\/3 are eacit nonempt>’, containing elements
b and b respectivel>’. Titen —b E fi and —b E /3. Hence b — b E fi and
b — b E fi. Pennuting tite roles of /3 and /3, if necessany, we can suppose
titat b — b E fin fi cE fi, witicit implies b E b + fi cE fi, a contradiction.
Hence, at least one of fi \ ¡3 and fi \ /3 must be empt>’, that is, eititer
fi cE flor /3 cE fi.
y) Let fi = a + p. We show titat p = supp(/3). It is obvious titat
p cE supp(fi). To establish tite reverse inclusion suppose a’ E supp(fi).
Thenx=a+r=—a’ —y’ witerea,a’Eaandr,r’Ep.Hence,a-i-a’ep.
Titis ixnplies (a + a’)” E q, witich it>’ a-convexity of q sitows a” E q and
hence z E p. Titus supp(fi) is prime and /3 belongs to Specr(A). If
y E Specr(A) and a c &‘(‘y) then it>’ property iv) tite set of orders
containing a is linean>’ ordered b>’ inclusion. This gives Ord(A) U {AJ
tite structure of a tree with root tite improper order.
vi) Ifa cE /3 E Specr(A) titen
a +p cE /3 + radical(supp(/3)) = /3.
vii) II A is Noetiterian titen by propert>’ iii) extensions of a require
extensions of support witicit satisf>’ tite citain condition.
As is usual iii tite case of spectra, homomorpitisms of rings con-
travariantí>’ induce mappings of order spectra. However, part u) of tite
following shows that fon surjective mappings tite direct image of anonre-
duced order is again an order with tite caveat titat it could he improper.
Theorem 2.3. If~o : A -~ B ja a itomomorpitlarn titesiz
1) so’(Ord(B)) cE Ord(A);
u) I¡ ~ la surjeclive titen so(Ord(A)) cE Ord(B) U {B}.
Proa?.
i) If /3 E Ord(B) titen a = p—’(/3) is a snbseminiixg of A. Also
A = sotB) — <‘(—/3 U fi) = íp$—/3) U <‘(/3) = —a U a. Ifa were
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improper then —1 e a would impí>’ p(—1) = —1 E fi couitradicting that
/3 is proper. Hence a is a proper onder.
ji) If a E Ord(A) titen fi = cp(a) is a subsemiring of E. Afro,
fi = ‘,o(A) = so(—a U a) = so(—a) U so(a) = —/3 U /3. [¡ence fi is aix orden,
possibly improper.
The functor Ord itas ver>’ simple beitavior with nespect to direct
sums.
Proposition 2.4.
Ord(A e fi) = {Ord(A) e B} U {A @ Ord(B)}.
Prao?.
If’y e Ord(A e E) then (—1,1) or (1, —1) E -y. II tite former, then
(~t,1)(1,O)2 — (—1,0) E y. By titeorem 2.3 Li) tite projection ui-~’y
on A is aix arder, un this case improper, that is, r1-y A. Similarí>’
= fi E Ord(B) U {B}. Also, tite squares (1,0) and (0,1) E ‘y whicit
implies A e fi cE y. Since -y cE A e /3 cE ‘y we conclude that ‘y = A e fi.
PinaIl>’, if ¡3 were improper titen ‘y = A e fi would be improper afro,
contrar>’ to itypotitesis.
Next, our main concern is to sitow that various openations aix proper
arders lead again to proper orders. By an ordered risiy we mean a~pair
(A,a) consisting of a ring A andan element a of Ord(A).
Definition 2.5. Leí (A,a) ami (B,/3) be ordered risige. Leí so: A -~ fi
be a riny itomovnorpitlam. Define /3”, tite contraction of /3, lo be so~ (fi)
asid a
t, tite ezíension of a vio ~o, lo be tite semirisiy itt B generated by
so(a) asid tite equares itt fi. If’p la surjective titen at = so(a).
Proposition 2.6. Leí (A, a) ami (fi, /3) be ordered rinys. Leí so : A —* fi
be a surjeclive risiy homomorpitism.
1) I¡ (A, vn, a) la a local ordered ring asid vn la a-convez titen a” la a
proper order.
ii)fi=/3<0.
u:) ¡¡ ker(so) C a titen a = aa”. In addilion, Ifa le a prime order
titen at la aleo prime.
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Proa?.
u) Suppase that —1 E ae. That is, —1 = so(a) for sorne a E a. Hence,
0= so(l+a). Ifa Emthen 1+aisaunitandso(1) =0, acontradiction.
Ifa ~ vn titen 1+a ~ tu bycanvexity. So 1+ais aunit andagain
so(1) = 0.
u) Tite proof is elementar>’.
ni) Clearí>’ a cE a””. Now, Iet a’ E a””. Titen y = so(a’) E a”. Titat
is,ytxzy(z~)forsamea’/~a. Since~(z~a’~)=0,a’~a’I Ea. Hence
a’ E a. Suppose titat eupp(a) is prime and titat zy E supp(a”). Titen
titere exist a and b ha A sucit titat so(a) = a’ and so(b) = y. Hence
ab E supp(afl = supp(a), witich implies titat eititer a E eupp(a) ar
b E supp(a). [¡ence, supp(cé) is prime.
Proposition 2.7. Leí (A, a) be an ordered ring asid 2’ a multiplicative




i) (AT, ay) la ah ordered ring and 4 = {b 1 U2 E a ¡or sorne 1 E
T}.
u) Define iy: A -.. Ay by a -. ~. Titen iy preserves order.
ni) ¡¡2’ rl r(supp(a)) = 0 titen ay is a proper order provided a le
proper.
iv) ¡si particular, hp = r(supp(a)) and in 4 ye define ap := aA\p
titen ap is a proper order of A~ provided a is proper.
Proa?.
1) ay is clearí>’ closed under addition and multiplication. Ta see that
it is total, let ? E Ay with a E A and ¿ E 2’. Then eithen a E a ar
—a E a and tEa or —t Ea. [¡ence E ay an —úi E ay.TiteeitheA
identification of 4 is straigittfarward.
u) If a E a then ~ E ay.
¡u) Suppase —1 E ay. Titat is, —1 = witere a E a and 1 E 2’.
Titen ~ E a, witicit implies t E r(supp(o)).
It sitould be clear by naw titat considenatian of Ord(A) leads to
rings containing nilpotents. More precisel>’ we are led to an interesting
natural generalizatian of tite ordered field le(a) intrinsicail>’ associated
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to eacit point a of tite real spectrum of A. For a prime orden, le(a) is
tite quotient of the localization of A at the prime ideal p = supp(a) by
tite image of p, ordered by tite image of a. In tite case of a nonreduced
orden we let q = supp(a) and p = r(q). Then, since p is prime, we can
fonm A(a) = A,,/qAp. If A is Noetitenian titen it is easy to see that this
18 an ordered Artinian local ring. Up to isomorphism titis is an ordered
extension of aix ordened field 1»’ a finite number of nilpotents. Titis is tite
motivation for onr study of finite dimensional real algebras un section 6.
3 Examples
Here are thnee examples. Eacit is a titree-dimensional algebra oven tite
reals.
Example 3.1. A = R[a’1/(a’3) ~ {a + b¿ + c.~3 ¡ ¿~ = O, a, b, cE Rl.
Ord(A) is finite. Tite real spectrmn contains a single point witich can
be descnibed varionsí>’ as ja =0} or R=O+ (¿) or (regarding elements of
A as ‘quadratic functions’) as {¡ ¡(0) =O}. Tite nilpotent element ¿ is
necessaril>’ infinitesimal in tite sense that R~> +¿ witit respect to aix>’
proper order. To see titis, suppose, to tite contrar>’, titat ¿ — r> O where
r> 0. Then, since in aix>’ order ¿2+r¿+r2 =0, we infer ¿3—r3 = —r3 > O
whicit implies titat tite orden is improper. The fuil order spectruin itas
five members:
{a=O}
ja> 0}U{a=O,b= 0} ja> O}U{a= 0,b= O}
{a> O} U ja = O, b> O} U ja = b = O, c =0}{~> 01
U{a = O, b < 0} U ja = b = 0, c =0J.
Titese nonneduced onders are determined by tite siga of ¿ and it>’ tite
lowest of its powers witich is order-equivalent to O. At tite top level ¿
is order-equivalent to O and the support is the prime ideal (a’) . At tite
secoixd level ¿ itas a siga and ¿2 is order-eqnivalent to O. At tite bottom
level ¿ has a siga and ¿2> 0. Each of titese orders is minimal witit sup-
port O, witicit precludes an>’ proper subset from being a total order.
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Example 3.2.
A = R[z,y]/(a’, y)2 ~ ja + b¿ + ~ ¡ ¿~ = = ,~2 = 0, a, b, cE R}.
llene again we itave a single point ao un tite real spectrum, witicit
can be described as R=O+ (¿, r~) or, regarding elements of A as “affiixe
fuixctions”, as {¡ j ¡(0,0) =0}. Tite squares are E = ja > 01 U {O}.
Morenver tite multiplicative structure is so weak titat en>’ extension of E
by a convex cone n un the plane a O is a subsemining of A. II K is tite
union of aix open italf-space un titis plane with one of the closed itaff-ra>’s
on its bouixdar>’ titen titis extension is an order a. Since —a rl a = {0J,
titis order is minimaL Extending tite boundar>’ ra>’ to tite boundary lime
gives a larger orden end aix>’ furtiten extension gives tite prime ordening
ao. This exhansts tite possibilities. Parametenizing tite italf-spaces by
S’ (use tite innen nnit normal) witit the binar>’ citoice of boundar>’ ra>’,
tite minimal orders correspond precisel>’ to oniented bases for R2, or
tite ortitogonal group 0(2). Wc titus obtain tite followingdiagram fon





Tite ring A obviously admits tite action of 0(2) azul eacitbrancit of
tite tree is equivalent modulo this action to
{a =(4 D {a > O} U {a = O, b ~ O} D {a > O} u {a = O, b > (4 U {a = b = O, c=O}.
Let a » b (a is inñnitel>’ larger titan b) meen that for all .>. E
a + >b> 0. Titen titis order itas aix alternate descniption un terms of tite
relations ~‘, infinitel>’ larger titan, and r~ 0, order-equivalent to O, ha
whicit tite siga of each element is precisel>’ determined by tite indicated
relations.
ji » a’”.’ yr.’ O} 2) jI » a’ 2> y”.’ 0} 2) {1 » a’» y 2> O}.
Example 3.3. A = R~ R@ R where R is real closed.
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By proposition 2.4 on direct sums titere are onl>’ titree orders:
R=OeRSR,ReR=O @ RandR e~e R=O.
Ir this case tite order spectrum coincides with tite real spectrnm.
4 The Augmented Line, Ord(R[x])
We recail [1] titat the real spectrum of R[z] witere R is tite fleld of real
numbens Specr(R ¡a’]) consists of
(1) zero-dimensional points, witicit are maximal orders having tite
fonm a = {f ¡ f(a) =0} for eacit a E R,
(2) two infinita points
±oc= j¡ 1 ¡(±z)=O for all a’ suificientí>’ lange and positive}
(3) one dimensional italf-branches a~ (&) = {¡ ¡ ¡(z) =O on an
open interval containing a as left (rigitt) endpoint}.
Tite orders a±and +oc are minimal nonreduced orders since the>’
itave support {O} witicit implies titat no smaller pneordening can be to-
tal Tite infinite points are also maximal propen in tite sense titat aix>’
enlangemeixt generates tite impropen arder R ¡a’]. Titese, togetiter witit





Tite real spectrum is, of course, a subset of tite order spectrum but
titene are man>’ more nonreduced orden. Here Specr(R[z]) will fonm a
kind of exoskeleton fon Ord(R[a’1). Wc proceed to determine all nonre-
duced onders. Let a be aix>’ propen nonreduced orden. Titen a is con-
tained iii at least one prime orden fi. If fi is minimal titen a = /3 so it
suifices to consider /3 = a Titen it>’ theorem 2.2, fi \ a cE —/3 rl /3. Since
acE/3Weitaveafi\(fi\a) 2)fi\(—/3). Hencea2){¡¡f(a)>0}.
Titus a contains elements negative at aix>’ point of R otiten titen a and
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cannot be contained ha any orden b # & 13>’ titeonern 2.2, supp(a) is aix
ideal witit prime radical un R [z] witicit is convex with respect to a and
itencewitit respect to thepreorder consisting of tite sums of squares. lila’]
is a PID in whicit tite only primes are linear and irreducible quadnatic.
Tite qnadratics do not give convex ideals, so tite onl>’ convex ideals witit
prime radical are (0) ¿md (a’ — b)”’ and tite onl>’ ideals of titÉ form possi-
ble un a are (0) and (a’ — a)”’. We itave airead>’ classffied tite cases witit
support (0). So we can suppose titat {¡ 1 ¡(a) > 0} + ((a’ — a)”’) cE a
witere vn is minimal. Since a is total, eltiter a’—a or a—a’ E a. Ifa’—a E a
then aix>’ elemeixt ¡ of a±is either ¡ = O or titere is a positive constant
c such titat ¡ = (a’ — a)”(c + (a’ — a)g) cE a. jf ¡ ¡(a) > 01 cE a~ a cE a.
un eititer case ¡ E a, titat is, a+ cE a. So a+ + ((a’ — a)”’) cE a. But
a~ + ((a’ — a)”’) is a nonreduced orden B>’ theorem 2.2, if ¡ E a\
(a+ + ((a’ — a)”’)) titen ¡ E supp(cx) = (a’ — a)”’, whicit is a contnadic-
tion. Hence a ~a+ + (a’ — a)”’. The case un whicit a — a’ E a similarí>’
leads to a =& + ((a’ — a)”’). This completes tite identification of nonre-
duced orders. These, considered as points of a geometnic object, all fit
togetiter un a diagram witicit elaborates the pneceding depiction of tite
real spectrum b>’ interpolating fon eacit a E R tite ixested discrete citains
of nonreduced orders a±+ (a’ — a)~>~, vn = 2, 3... hetween a±at tite
bottom and a at tite top.
R[x]
—oc a +oc
a + (a’ — a) = a — a~ + (a’ — a)
a
Ord(R[x]) U j114x]}
It is instructive to examine sorne simple semialgebnaic sets un Ord(R[a’]).
Tite algebraic sets {a’ = 01 and {a’3 = O} are quite differeixt, tite fonmer
consisting of O witile the latter is:
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0 + (a’) = O — 0~ + (a’)
0 + (a’)3 0~ + (a’)3
{x~ — 0} cE Ord(R[x]).
Similarí>’ tite sets mentioned un the introduction as a crude paradigm,
ja’ =0} and ja’3 =01; are different. Less obvious is titat tite sets ja’> 0}
and {a’3> 0} also are different because of differences with respect to tite
nonreduced orders witit one-dimensional support. lix fact
{z> O} = ja’3> 0} U {0~ + (x)2,0±+ (x)3}.
It is evident that Ord(RIa’]) contajuis sufficient structune to count
multiplicities. We illustrate titis by using it to give a kind of semial-
gebraic interpretation of counting tite zeros of a single real polynomial
¡(a’).
Theorem 4.1. Given ¡ E R[a’J vihere R te ihe ficíd of real numbere,
let pQf) be tite siumber of real zeros of ¡ consited without multiplicity,
v(f) tite number of real zeros counted with multiplicity asid T(R[a’]/f)
the tree of nosireduced orders of Rfa’]/(¡) isicludiny the improper order.
Titen tite widtit ofT(Rja’]/¡) is 2p(¡), asid tite cuy of tite lesiyths of tite
brasiches la 2u(¡).
Proa?. Titis follows ftom tite action of Ord on direct sume ¿md tite
following.
i) T(R[a’]/(a’ — a)”’) consists of a two brencites of lengtit
u) U ¡ itas real zeros a’j witit multiplicity mj titen
where T(R[z]/g) is tite trivial tree coixsisting of tite root {R[a’]/y}.
iii) If ¡ and y itave no zeros un common titen it follows from propo-
sition 2.4 that
T(R[a’]/f y) T(R[a’]/¡ ~ R[a’]/y)
is obtained b>’ t>’ing togetiter tite trees 2’(R[a’J/¡) and T(R[a’]/g) at titeir
roots.
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5 Topological Properties
Wc continue tite development of topological propenties begun un Section
1. Man>’ properties of tite order spectnum parallel titose of tite real
spectrum dosel>’. lix fact the pnoof of tite following is venbatim from
Becker’s papen 111 it>’ using tite pneviously mentioned citange to > O, < O
and = 0.
Proposition 5.1. Let a, fi E Ord(A) wuth tite ordinary topoloyy. Titen
i)/3E{a}iffa§fi.
II) a,fi can be separated by open seis 1ff a ~ /3 artdfi~ a.
tu) A proper order le contained itt a unique mazimal proper apecial-
ization.
iv) a is closed 1ff a is a mazimal proper order.
The nelationsitip between Ord(A) aud Specr(A) is first establisited un
titeorern 2.2 via a mapping, 4>. Titis is, 4> : Ord(A) —. Specr(A) witicit.
maps a to its minimal prime specializatioix, a + r(supp(a)). Note titat
[¡ence,
Titis is not, in general, open un tite ordinan>’ topology. However, it is
closed un tite constructible topology since its complemeixt is
ja =0} U {a> 0, a2 =O} U ja> 0, a2> 0, a3 ~ O} U”~.
Similaní>’, 4>1(a =O) and &~‘(a = 0) are not ixecessarily closed ha
tite ondinar>’ topology but they are, un fact, open un tite constructible
topology. Hence, 4> is not ixecessarily continnous un eititen topology.
However, we do have tite following.
Proposition 5.2. 4> la a closed ¡unction tvith respect to tite ordinarij
topoloyy.
Proof. Let F C Ord(A) be a closed set. Let a E 4>(E)\4>(E). As en
element of Ord(A>, a ~ E, since a = 4>(a). [¡ence un Ord(A) titere
exists abasic open set, U = jai > O,”’,a,. > 0} sucit titat a E U aixd
UrlE = 0. In SpecdA), let U := {aj>_0<.••,a,.> 0}. Titen a E U,
which is open in Specr(A). Since a E 4>(E), Url4>(E) # 0. Titat la, titere
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exists fi E E sucit titat 4>(fi) =:fi E Url44F). [¡ence, a1,~ . . ,a». E /3\—/3.
Inparticular,ai,..,a,.E/3\—/3. Titatis,/3EUrlE. ButUI1E=0,
a contradiction.
Note: 4> is not aix open map. ¡ix R[z], 4>(a’2”~’> O) = {z =0} Vle =O.
It would be iixteresting to know witen images of constructible sets it>’ 4>
are constnuctible.
Propasition 5.3. Let 4, A -. E be a itomomorphism. Titen 4, itt-
duces a cotttinuoue mappiny, 4’ : Specr(B) —+ Spec,4A) witich lifle to




where i, tite inclusion map, ja contisiuous.
Proa?. Tite map 4,~ : Ord(B) -.—. Ord(A) la siso defined as 40(/3) =
fie To see titat 4, is contiixuous it is straigittforward tliat a E fiC\ —
0,..., 4,(a~) > 01 and coixtinuity follows. Titat tite diagram commutes
and 1 is continuous are elementar>’.
U tite ring itomomonpitism is surjective, titere is aix associated co-
variant map, witicit is deLied as follows. Let 4, : A —. E be surjective.
First, consider U = {a¡ a” is improperj. Titen U is aix open set. Fon
ir a E U titen titere exists a E a sucit titat ip(a) = —1. By coixvex-
it>’, 2a + 1 > 0, relative to a. This, togetiten witit 4,(2a + 1) = —1,
sitows titat a E {2a + 1 > 01 cE U. That is, U is open. Now, let
C = {aj a” is proper}. Titen C is a closed set, witicit we consider witit
the relative topology. Define 4,, C —~ Ord(B) by 4,.(a) = a”. We
use titis map to recover a familiar principle exitibited by tite Zariski
spectnnm.
Praposition 5.4. Let 4, : A —.. fi be a surjective homomorpitism. Titen
40 yives a canonical itomeomorphlarn of Ord(B) lo a closed .subset, K
o¡Ord(A), witicit mapa Spec,.(B) lo tite closed set K rl Specr(A).
Proa?. Let K = {a¡Ker(4,) ~ a}. It isclased, since 1< = ~~XQ«~) ja =
O}. Fnom proposition 2.6, K cE C. Fon, Ker(4,) ~ a Impliesa = a””.
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In particular, a” is propen. Now, consider 4,. restricted to K. Fnom
proposition 2.6, we afro see titat 4,(Ord(B)) = K, 40 o 4,. = idK,
4,. oip’ idOrd(B) and
bEa”\—a” ~ VaE4,’(b),aEa\—a.
Titis last propert>’ is used to shaw that 4,, is continuous. Titis establisites
tite homeomonpliism, since 4,’ la continuous. Tite coixtinuit>’ of 4,. follows
from citecking tite inverse of basic open sets, that is,
IP.
—{aCK¡e.z½{bx>O,...,b>>O}}=U{aEKIaE{aí >O,...,a&>O}}
witene tite union is over a1,• . , a¡~ E 4,’(bi),... , 4,’(b~) respectivel>’.
Titis is open un K and 4,, is continuous. Finail>’, proposition 2.6 also
guarentees that 40 maps Spec,.(B) onto K fl Specr(A).
Proposition 5.5.. Ord(A) wutit tite conhructible topoloyy la a Stone
space itt witich tite dopen seta are ea’actly tite cortsiníctible seta. Tite
consiructible seis are quasi-cornpaci itt tite ordirtarij topology. Att opesi
set is consiructible if asid only if it la quasi-compact.
Tite proof ha [2] proposition 7.1.12 carnes oven to this context ir one
eliminates tite requirement that tite orden is prime.
Proposition 5.6. Leí a be att order inli[a’i, . . . , a’,.] such thai divn(a) =
si — 1(itere dimension means divn(R[zi,...,a’,j/supp(a))). Thesi Itere
ezisis a prime order fi .such thai divn(fi) = si asid /3 ~ a.
Proa?. Let -y be tite minimal prime specialization of a. Titen divn(a) =
dim(’y) and supp(-y) is genenated b>’ aix irreducible element p sucit titat
p E a. Since a ~ -y it must be that supp(a) = (9) for sorne le > 1.
We iixvoke proposition 10.2.6 from [2],witicit states titat y is tite special-
ization of two distiixct n-dimensioixal prime ordens. Jet fi be the prime
orden inwitichp>0. We show titat /3 ~ a. Clearí>’, fi\(p) = a\(p).
So, let ¡ E /3 rl (p). Titen ¡ = gp”’ witere p does not divide y. Titen
y E fi. For othenwise y E —/3 would impí>’ that ±¡ E /3 witich, since /3 is
n-dimensioixal, would impí>’ ¡ = 0. [¡ence y E fi\(p) = a\(p) and ¡ E a.
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The following example sitows, contran>’ to tite special conclusion of
this result, that a nonneduced order need not contain a prime order even
uf tite ring is a domain. It also incidentail>’ illustrates that tite forward
image under a surjective map of a prime orden need not be a prime order.
Example 5.7. In R[a’, yj let a be tite prime order a = {p 1 p([—a, 0), 0) =
O fon some a> 0> ¿md let fi be tite image of a unden tite quotient map-
ping R[a’,yj -4 R[a’,.y]/(y2 — a’3). Titen theorem 2.3 ensures titat fi is
aix arder, possibly improper, of tite quotient ring. We show that ~, tite
imageofz,isnotin/3.IUE/3theixa’=a+y(y2—a’3)wititaEa.For
= O titis gives tite relation a’ + a’3y(a’, 0) = a(a’, 0) witich, b>’ tite defi-
nition of a, is impossible fon a’ small and negative. So /3 is proper. Now
suppose titat fi contains a prime order ‘y. Titen ~ ~ -y. [¡ence —~ E ‘y
and —ñ3 E ‘y. But in tite quotient ring ~ = ~ and hence is un ever>’
order. Hence ~ E supp(’y), and since ‘y la a prime onder we annive at tite
contradiction i E ‘y. Titus fi is a nonreduced orden of lila’, y]/(y2 — a’3)
containing no prime order.
6 Finite Dimensional Algebras Over the Real
Numbers
We now consider tite case whene A is a finite dimensional real algebra
witicit corresponds un geometr>’ to a zero dimensional real vaniet>’ spec-
ifled b>’ an ideal of definition. We begin witit some strong infenences
using arguments from tite titeor>’ of convexity un R”’, witicit in titeir
simplest form apply oid>’ to tite real numbers f4] and to no otiter or-
dered fleld. Choosing a vector basis for A oven R we can identify A with
sorne RN equipped witit an associative, commutative multiplication. lix
this situation an>’ orden a must be a total convex cone, that is a con-
vex coixe satisfying —aU a — RN Altitougit, in general, titere are man>’
more sucit cones titan nonreduced ordens, still the following classification
shows titat tite>’ are not too numenous.
Theorem 6.1. Leí a be a proper total cosivez corte itt RN. Leí (.,.)
be a siosidegenerate insier product. Titen Itere is a ee4uence of le ~ N
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mutually ortitogonal sionzero vectore e1, e2 e~ such Ihat a la
{(e1,a’) > 0}
U{(ei, a’) = O, (e2, a’) > O}
Uj(ei, a’) = (e2, a’)... = (e~.1, a’) = O, (eh, a’) =0}
Proa?. Aix>’ proper convex cone un RN la contained un a closed italf-space
j(ei,a’) > 0}. Titen a cE {(e1,z) =01 im~lies
a = j(eí, a’) =0} \ (j(e1,a’) > 0} \ a).
Since a 15 total, titis implies
a 2) j(ei,z) =01 \—a 2) j(ei,a’) =O}\{(ei,a’) < O} = j(ex,z) > O}.
Titus, a lies between aix open half-space and its closure. Also, titis
half-space is unique since if a contained tite union of two distinct open
italf-spaces it conld not be proper. Titis open italf-space determines e1
modulo R~. Ifa is tite closed haIf-space then a = {(e1,a’) =01 and
we are done. Otiterwise repeat this argument insude tite vector space
ortitogonal to e1 witit tite convex cone which is its intersection with a
to determine the next vector. Coixtinuing until tite process terminates
>‘ields tite required sequence.
We sitail refer to tite integer le as tite depth of the orden. Fon tite
stud>’ of examples we will represent such orders it>’ citoosing a basis fon
A, identifying aix element witit its vector of components in Re”, and
using tite usual inixer product J¡ to measure ortitogonality. We titen
can represent orders a un tite form
61 Ch .. CíN
62 e2l e~y ¡
or 1
Ckl
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This representation embodies weak ixecessary conditions fon a cone to
be aix orden witicit reflect oid>’ tite linear structure. [¡owever titere are
sorne further necessar>’ conditions titat use tite multiplicative structure.
Titeorem 6.2. Leí
a=j~ }
be att order itt a fisiute dirnesisiosial real alyebra. Leí ek± í,.. ., eJ%r flíl oní
att orlhoyosial lirteár basa. Then, for 1 =j =le, ej la orihogosial lo tite
ideal (ej± i,. . .
Proof. 13>’ induction on j. Witatever tite real pararneters A2, ... ,
tite element a’ = eí±A2e2+.. .+>~NeN satisfles tite simplest test fon strict
positivity, namel>’, positive inflen prodnct witit e~. [¡ence for an>’ element
a tite weak siga (=or =)of aa’ is independent of titese parametens. Titus
(el, az) (aei, el) + A2(ae2, ei) + . .. + AÑ(aeN, el)
cannot assume botit strict sigas. This la possible oid>’ if
(ae2, el) = (aca, el) = ... = (aen, el) = O.
This implies tite casej = 1. Next, assunilng tite conclusion for 1,2,...
1, we repeat tite aboye angumeixt witit a’ = ej + A~+íe~±i+... + Ajgt~q.
13>’ ortitogonality. to e1, ... , ei~ and positive inner product witit ej, a’
is stnictl>’ positive. 13>’ tite induction itypothesis, fon aix>’ a, aa’ la also
ortitogonal to el,..., e~...í and again, whatever tite pararneters, cannot
have inner products of botit sigas witit e¡. Titis is possible oní>’ uf tite
conclusion of the titeorem itolds.
From titese properties we draw tite conclusion titat an>’ order on
a finite dimensional real algebra itas a simple Litar>’ order-titeoretic
description.
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Corollary 6.3. Let
a = {~}
be att arder itt a finite dimertsiosial real algebra. Thesi tite .sigrt of asiy
elemesit la determisied by Ihe infirtitesimal ami mill relatione
Prao?. Appl>’ tite cnitenia for noixnegativit>’ to the orthogonal expansion
of tite element un tite ej.
Anotiter necessar>’ consequence of tite multiplicative structure is titat
the linean span of ~ . . . , eN la an ideal since it is tite support of tite
orden.
Corollar>’ 6.4. 1¡¡or le> 1
el
a = j~ :1
za a proper order iii. a finite dirnesisiortal real algebra thert so la
J
Proof. Jet /3 = { C~...¡ } and suppose 6 E /3. II this membership is
determined b>’ jtmer products aboye deptit le — 1 or by a positive inner
product witit ~ titen b E a. If ail inner products witit ei,...,
vanlait titen b = >.kek +... + ~Xp.reN,witicit exitibits b as aix element of
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a + (ek). Titus /3 cE a + (6k). To establisit tite reverse inclusion suppose
b E a+ (ek). Titen b = a+cek witit a E a. 13>’ tite ortitogonality of (ek) to
~ b satisfies exactí>’ the conditions for membersitip ha /3 that
a satisfles. Thus, a + (6k) cE fi. To see titat fi is proper, suppose —1 E /3.
Titen —1 = a + be~. Since le > 1, —(1,eí) = (a,ei). Opposite sides of
titÉ equation itave opposite weak signs and so both must vanish. Titis
implies —lE (e2,...,eu), which implies ha turn titat e1 e (e2 eN).
Titis means titat el la self-orthogonal, a contradiction.
Reconsidening the carlier example A = R[a’, yl/(a’, y)
2 un tite ligitt
of titese results we use tite basis {1, a’, y}, witicit we represent b>’ tite
usual basis {(1, 0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0, 1)} of R3 and tite usual inner pnoduct.
Then an>’ choice e2 and e~ of vectors fluing out aix ortitogonal basis gives
a descending citain of orders
o 10{ 10 0}2)j O e~ e~.a}~{ 0 622 “23>
O ea~= e~
with conresponding citain of supporting ideals
(a’, y) 2) (e
32a’ + 633y) 2) (0).
The order-theoretic descniption of titese orders using tite relations » of
infinitel>’ langen and r., of order-equivalence gives, fon an order of depth
2,
1 » e2~a’ + e2sy> O and 632Z + 6~y —‘ 0;
and fon aix orden of deptit 3,
1 » “22a’ +
623Y » 63
2a’ + 633y> O;
with oid>’ O order-equivalent to 0.
Example 6.5.
A = R[a’, y]/(a’
3, y2) ~ {linean spanjl, a’, y, a’2, xy, a’2y} a’3 = y2 = 0}.
Let tite indicated linear basis correspond to tite usual basis of R6. Titen,
as un tite precediixg example, thene is a single prime orden of deptit one
witit support tite prime ideal (a’, y). Finst, since
+a’2y = (a’2 ±
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¿y must be orden equivalent to O in en>’ orden. Accordingl>’, titene are
no orders of deptit 6. Also, titere is a perfect connespondence with the
ondens of
A = R[z, yJ/(a’3, a’2y, y2) Y {linean span{1, a’, y, a’2, a’y} 1 a’3 = a’2y — y2 — 01
and it is these that we sitail classifr according to deptit.
Gnanting these preliminaries, tite single orden of deptit 1 is tite prime
cone
1 0 0 0 01.
13>’ conollar>’ 6.4 an>’ orden of deptit 2 must specialize to aix orden of
deptit 1. [¡ence tite representation
a2={OBCDE}
will account fon all orders of deptit 2. B and O cannot botit be zeno since
titena’r~.0¿mdyv-O*z2 “.‘zy.~.’0*D=Ez0whichwou1dnednce
a2 to a
1. Titus we ca~ suppose that E
2 + 02 = 1. We next sitow that D
andEbothvanish. IfD=0thena’2r~~ 0* +a’yr.i (a’+y/2)2* E=0.
If D # O titen Da’ — Da’2 e..’ O * Da’2 ~.‘O * a’2 n.’ O * D = 0, a
contradiction. [¡ence, at depth 2
O O O O } whereB2+02=L
E O O O
TitÉ fonm is oní>’ a necessar>’ condition fon a cone to be an orden of
depth 2, but it is eas>’ to citeek titat it is sIso sufficient.
Descending to deptit 3, tite onthogoualit>’ of nows un oir representa-
tion allows us to suppose that
U40s
=
Tite nonnegativit>’ of (a’ + Ay)
2 — z2 + 2Aa’y is decided at depth 3 it>’
D + 2AE > 0, whicit is true fon all A oid>’ ir E = O and D > 0. Afro
pCa’ — pBy> O, a’y r..’ O and 1 + Aa’ > O together impí>’
(1 + Aa’)I[pCa’ — pfly) e... pCa’ — pBy + ApCa’2 > O.
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Titis requires titat p2(B2 + 02) + ApOD =O fon nil A, witicit is possible
oní>’ uf pOD = O. We distinguisit titree cases depending on witicit factor
vanisites.
II p = O titen D must be stnictly positive, and we can suppose titat
000 o)
O 1 oJco ’~
If titis cone were en orden titen Ca’ — By”.’ a’y ‘-.‘ O ~ Ca’2 0. Since
z2is stnictly positive, titÉ la possible axil>’ ir O = O, and we can suppose
that tite cone itas the form
a31=fo+íooo}
Again it is eas>’ to check titat titese are ha fact ordens
If p ~ O but D = O then we can ixormalize p to ±1.This gives tite
farm
B C 001
witich is panameteuized b>’ 0(2).
II p and D are not O but O = O titen tite cone can be ixormalized to
0000
aaa={O ±1 O 0 ~ 1
O p 10
Titus, since tite orders a~
1 fit togetiten smootitly with tite famil>’ a~,
tite orders of deptit 3 consist of tite twa families ~ and ~ panameter-
ized b>’ 0(2) and R respectivel>’.
At depth 4 we encoimter a new pitenomenon. Not all orden of depth
3 can be generalized to deptit 4. Aix>’ geixenization of a~ will itave tite
fonm
(ío O 00)
O ~ P12 O O
_ O P21 P22 0 0 f
Loo O DE j
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Tite preceeding argument witit (a’ + Ay)2 again sitows titat D > O and
E = O. Tite subcase D = O collapses to the case of deptit 3. [¡ence we
can suppose titat D = 1 ¿md
(10 000)
O Vii P12 0 0
£Y42 = 2
0 P21 P22 0 0 ¡
[00 0101
Howeven, if p” ~ O titen titis form determines píía’ > O at depth 2,
and un an>’ case determines P2la’ + P22Y =O at depth 3. Together titese
determine at deptit 4 titat P11P21 =0. Titis necessar>’ condition also
suifices fon titis genenization from depth 3 to deptit 4.
In tite otiter case of deptit 3, tite element y — pa’2 has weak sign
determined below deptit 3. Titis is the A-independent weak sign of (1 +
Aa’)(y — pa’2) witich, if E is not zero, is the sign of AE. [¡ence E = 0,





At depth 5 orthogonality determines the forms
110 000)
J O p~ Pi2 0 0
a
52= O P21 P22 O O
)oo 0 101
[00 0 0+1 J
un witicit the last row determines tite sign of a’y. Its siga la titat of PííVL2
if titat is not O, of P21p12 if pn = 0, end of P11P22 if p21 = 0. Finail>’,
genenizations of a~ have tite form
{H’44~I1=
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witere tite j are +1 or —1 and c~ la constrained it>’ tite signs determined
at sitallower deptit according to e~ = c1sign(y) ifp # O and 63 = <162 if
>3=0.
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